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Abstract
Media is generally stored digitally and is therefore
discrete. Many successful deep distribution mod-
els in deep learning learn a density, i.e., the dis-
tribution of a continuous random variable. Naı¨ve
optimization on discrete data leads to arbitrarily
high likelihoods, and instead, it has become stan-
dard practice to add noise to datapoints. In this
paper, we present a general framework for de-
quantization that captures existing methods as a
special case. We derive two new dequantization
objectives: importance-weighted (iw) dequantiza-
tion and Re´nyi dequantization. In addition, we in-
troduce autoregressive dequantization (ARD) for
more flexible dequantization distributions. Empir-
ically we find that iw and Re´nyi dequantization
considerably improve performance for uniform
dequantization distributions. ARD achieves a neg-
ative log-likelihood of 3.06 bits per dimension on
CIFAR10, which to the best of our knowledge is
state-of-the-art among distribution models that do
not require autoregressive inverses for sampling.
1. Introduction
Today, virtually all media is handled digitally. As such, it is
stored in bits and is therefore discrete. Deep distributions
models (Larochelle & Murray, 2011; Kingma & Welling,
2014) aim to learn a distribution model pmodel(x) for high-
dimensional data. Many of these models are density models
(Uria et al., 2013; van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014; Dinh
et al., 2017; Papamakarios et al., 2017), meaning they learn
a distribution of a continuous random variable.
Problematically, the naı¨ve maximum likelihood solution
for a continuous density model on discrete data, may place
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Figure 1. A discrete distribution Pdata(x) is dequantized by
q(v|x), which is visualized in the marginal continuous distribution
q(v) = Ex∼Pdata [q(v|x)]. In this example the continuous density
model p(v) is relatively simple, and two dequantization distribu-
tions q(v|x) are considered: one is simple and the other is flexible.
Suppose that the dequantization distribution q(v|x) is uniform.
Then p(v) is encouraged to have relatively high uncertainty under
variational inference. In contrast, when the dequantization distri-
bution q(v|x) is flexible it can match p(v) which considerably
improves the tightness of the variational bound.
arbitrarily high likelihood on the discrete locations (Theis
et al., 2016) (for an example see Figure 2a). Since discrete
and continuous spaces are topologically different, a proba-
bility density does not necessarily approximate a probability
mass. After all, the total probability at a single point under
a density is always zero.
To deal with this issue, it has become common practice to
add noise to datapoints which dequantizes the data. Theis
et al. (2016) show that if noise is added in a particular way,
the likelihood from the continuous model is a lowerbound
of the discrete model (for an example see Figure 2b). This
is important as it allows comparison of discrete and continu-
ous models directly using the likelihood. Recently Ho et al.
(2019) show that improving the flexibility of the noise dis-
tribution allows tighter bounds which improves modelling
performance.
Although the benefits of learned dequantization have been
demonstrated in a specific case, the effects of dequantization
are not yet fully understood. How do dequantization and
density model interact? What is the effect of increased
dequantization flexibility? Are there more sophisticated
optimization objectives?
In this paper, we present a general framework for dequan-
tization via latent variable modelling. In this framework,
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Figure 2. (a) When a continuous density model is trained on discrete data using maximum likelihood, the solution may achieve arbitrarily
high likelihoods. This example, a multivariate Gaussian with full covariance matrix is fitted with gradient descent to a discrete distribution
on points (0, 1) and (1, 0). The images show the model during training at iterations 20, 40, 80 and 140. Density is depicted in bits
(negative log2-likelihood). (b) The observed discrete variable can be connected to a latent continuous counterpart. In this example, simple
uniform noise is added to the discrete distribution from Figure 2a, which dequantizes the data (left). The multivariate Gaussian fitted to
this distribution is shown on the right. Probability density is depicted in bits (negative log2-likelihood).
we are able to recover existing dequantization schemes as
special cases, and we derive two new objectives: importance-
weighted dequantization, and Re´nyi dequantization. In ad-
dition, we propose autoregressive flows to learn dequan-
tization distributions. Although autoregressive flows are
computationally expensive to invert, in this particular case
the dequantization noise does not have to be inverted. Exper-
imentally we show how density and dequantization distri-
butions with varying flexibility interact on a 2-dimensional
problem. In addition, we find that our methods improve
likelihood modelling on binary MNIST and CIFAR10.
The contribution of the paper is threefold:
• We outline a latent variable framework for latent vari-
able dequantization. We recover variational inference
(vi) dequantization (Ho et al., 2019) and propose two
new dequantization approaches based on the weighted
importance sampling (iw dequantization) and varia-
tional Re´nyi divergence (Re´nyi dequantization).
• We outline different dequantization distributions. We
opt for using autoregressive flow dequantization (ARD)
which consistently improves variational inference and
log-likelihood evaluation of density models. Even
though ARD utilizes autoregressive modules, it is pos-
sible to sample from the model without computing the
inverse of autoregressive modules.
• We evaluate iw, Re´nyi and vi dequantization and test
different dequantization distributions on image datasets
(binary MNIST and CIFAR10) quantitatively. Further-
more, we analyze the learned densities for a 2d data
problem qualitatively. Using experimental results, we
describe recommendations for which dequantization
methods to utilize.
2. Related Work
Often, probability distributions of continuous variables are
parameterized by neural networks (Kingma & Welling,
2014; Rezende et al., 2014; Dinh et al., 2017). Many dis-
tributions are discrete, e.g., in 8 bit images the pixels take
values in {0, 1, . . . , 255}. A probability distribution over
discrete variables can be modeled using continuous latent-
variable models like Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs)
(Kingma & Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014) or directly
by applying autoregressive models (ARMs) (van den Oord
et al., 2016). VAEs are rather easy to train and could be
parameterized using different neural network architectures,
however, they provide a lowerbound to the log-likelihood.
On the other hand, ARMs provide an exact value of the
marginal likelihood in a fast manner, but they are typically
slow to sample from.
Further, flow-based models have recently also been applied
to discrete variable modelling (Tran et al., 2019; Hooge-
boom et al., 2019a). Tran et al. (2019) consider binary and
categorical variables in text analysis, but their performance
on image data is currently unknown. Hoogeboom et al.
(2019a) show competitive performance on image data.
However, a large number of distribution models learn a
density, a distribution over a continuous variable (Uria
et al., 2013; van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014; Dinh et al.,
2017; Papamakarios et al., 2017; Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018;
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Huang et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2019; Grathwohl et al., 2019;
Hoogeboom et al., 2019b; Ho et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019;
Song et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019). A standard approach
adds uniform noise to discrete values (Theis et al., 2016;
Uria et al., 2013; van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014). Very
recently, it was proposed to consider a learnable dequantiza-
tion treated as a variational posterior over latent variables
(i.e., continuous variables) (Ho et al., 2019; Winkler et al.,
2019). In this paper, we derive a new framework for dequan-
tization using latent variable modelling and we present two
new dequantization objectives. We provide more in-depth
analysis and aim at understanding how different choices of
dequantization objectives and dequantization distributions
affect the final performance in the log-likelihood.
3. Methodology
Let x ∈ X denote a vector of D observable discrete random
variables and Pdata(x) be its (unknown) distribution. We
assume there is a set of data D = {xn} given, or, equiva-
lently, an empirical distribution Pˆdata(x) is provided. The
likelihood-based approach to learning a distribution is about
finding values of parameters of a model Pmodel(x) that max-
imize the log-likelihood function:
logPmodel(D) = Ex∼Pˆdata(x)[logPmodel(xn)]. (1)
3.1. Dequantization as a latent variable model
Frequently, a discrete distribution models a proxy of a con-
tinuous variable in the physical world. For instance, a digital
photograph of an observed scene represents the light that is
reflected from observed objects, quantized to a certain preci-
sion. In other words, we can consider a latent variable model
where continuous latent variables v ∈ RD correspond to
a continuous representation of the world and observable
discrete variables x are measured quantities. This suggests
the following model:
Pmodel(x) =
∫
Pϑ(x|v)pθ(v)dv, (2)
where Pϑ(x|v) is an indicator function of v being contained
in a volume Bϑ(x) ⊆ RD, namely, Pϑ(x|v) = 1[v ∈
Bϑ(x)], and pθ(v) is a continuous distribution, which may
be modeled using a flexible density model (MacKay &
Gibbs, 1999; Dinh et al., 2017; Rippel & Adams, 2013).
We refer to Pϑ(x|v) as a quantizer. Note that in prin-
ciple the volumes Bϑ can be constructed to induce any
type of partition of a volume space, where care should be
taken that Bϑ for different x do not overlap. When we set
B(x) = {x · u|u ∈ RD+} for x ∈ {−1, 1}D we recover
half-infinite dequantization for binary variables from Win-
kler et al. (2019). In this paper, since image data is often
represented on a square grid we will focus on hypercubes,
namely, B(x) = {x + u : u ∈ [0, 1)D}.
Calculating the integral in (2) is troublesome, and thus,
learning is infeasible especially in high dimensional cases.
Therefore, in order to alleviate this issue, we introduce a
new distribution qφ(v|x) with parameters φ, a dequantizing
distribution or dequantizer. In fact, the dequantizer should
have the same support as Pϑ(x|v), otherwise it would as-
sign probability mass to regions outside the volume B(x).
Therefore, we will use u instead of v in the dequantizing
distribution to highlight the fact that the support of qφ(v|x)
equals B(x), where we define v = x + u. Including the
dequantizer in our model yields:
Pmodel(x) =
∫
qφ(u|x)Pϑ(x|v)pθ(v)
qφ(u|x) dv (3)
= Eu∼qφ(u|x)
[Pϑ(x|v)pθ(v)
qφ(u|x)
]
, (4)
Existing methods in literature define P (x) =
∫
[0,1)D
p(x +
u)du to relate a discrete and continuous model. Important
differences with our method is that ours can be derived
directly without this definition, and the quantizer volume B
generalizes to any volumetric partition.
Introducing the dequantizer allows us to derive three ap-
proaches to approximate the integral using i) variational
inference, ii) weighted importance sampling and iii) varia-
tional Re´nyi approximation.
3.2. Variational Dequantization
We can interpret the dequantizing distribution as a varia-
tional distribution and apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain
the lower-bound on the log-likelihood function:
logPmodel(x) ≥ Eu∼qφ(u|x)
[
log
Pϑ(x|v)pθ(v)
qφ(u|x)
]
. (5)
The dequantizing distribution must be restricted to assign
probability mass to B(x) only, otherwise the lower-bound
is undefined. Thus, for our choice of B(x) being a hyper-
cube, we can apply the sigmoid function to the output of
the dequantizer to ensure the lower-bound has appropriate
support. As a result, we can re-write (5) as follows:
logPmodel(x) ≥ Eu∼qφ(u|x)
[
log pθ(v)
]
+H[qφ], (6)
which recovers the variational dequantization from Ho et al.
(2019). Note that H[qφ] = −Eu∼qφ(u|x)
[
log qφ(u|x)
]
is
the entropy of the dequantizing distribution for a given x,
which prevents the dequantizer from collapsing to a delta
peak. We refer to this dequantization scheme as vi dequanti-
zation.
3.3. Importance-Weighted Dequantization
Alternatively, we can interpret the dequantizing distribution
as a proposal distribution and instead of using Jensen’s
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inequality we sample K times from qφ(u|x), which directly
approximates the log-likelihood:
logPmodel(x) ≥ log
[ 1
K
K∑
k=1
Pϑ(x|vk)pθ(vk)
qφ(uk|x)
]
, (7)
where uk ∼ qφ(u|x) and vk = x+uk for k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
If we constrain the proposal distribution (the dequantizer)
in the same manner as we did in the case of the variational
dequantization (i.e., the probability mass should be assigned
only to B(x)), we obtain:
logPmodel(x) ≥ log
[ 1
K
K∑
k=1
pθ(vk)
qφ(uk|x)
]
(8)
= log
[ 1
K
K∑
k=1
wk(x)
]
, (9)
where wk(x)
∆
= pθ(vk)qφ(uk|x) is an importance weight.
In general, if K → ∞, then we obtain an equality in (7)
and (8). But since we take a finite sample, the approxi-
mate gives a lower-bound to the log-likelihood function
(iw-bound). Importantly, the iw-bound is tighter than the
variational lower-bound (Burda et al., 2016; Domke & Shel-
don, 2018). Hence, the importance-weighting is preferable
over the variational inference and in practice it leads to a
better log-likelihood performance. We refer to this dequan-
tization scheme as iw dequantization.
3.4. Re´nyi Dequantization
The variational inference and importance-weighting sam-
pling for a latent variable model could be generalized
by noticing that both approaches are special cases of the
variational Re´nyi bounds. It has been shown in (Li &
Turner, 2016) that the log-likelihood function could be
lower-bounded by the Re´nyi divergence approximated with
the sample from qφ(u|x) of size K <∞, namely:
logPmodel(x) ≥
1
1− α log
[ 1
K
K∑
k=1
(Pϑ(x|vk)pθ(vk)
qφ(uk|x)
)1−α]
, (10)
where α ∈ [0, 1) is a hyperparameter. Interestingly, for
α→ 1 we obtain the variational lower-bound and for α = 0
we get the iw-bound.
Li & Turner (2016) have further shown that it is advanta-
geous to consider α < 0, because it may give tighter bounds
than the iw-bound when the sample size K is low.1 Setting
1To be precise, if we consider the infinite sample for α < 0, we
get an upper-bound on the log-likelihood function. However, tak-
ing K <∞ results in a tight lower-bound according to Corollary
1 in (Li & Turner, 2016).
α = −∞ corresponds to picking the largest importance
weight value. Using the notation introduced in 8, we can
obtain the variational Re´nyi max approximation (VR-max):
logPmodel(x) ≈ log
[
max
k=1,2,...,K
wk(x)
]
. (11)
The maximum weight dominates the contributions of all
the gradients (Li & Turner, 2016). Therefore, the VR-
max approach could be seen as a fast approximation to
the importance-weighting. The VR-max approximation
speeds up computations by considering only one example
instead of K in calculating gradients. We refer to this whole
dequantization scheme as Re´nyi dequantization.
3.5. Dequantizing distributions
The dequantizing distribution plays an important role in
the framework and its flexibility allows to obtain better log-
likelihood scores. As already noticed by (Ho et al., 2019),
replacing a simple uniform distribution with a more sophis-
ticated bipartite flow gives much better results. Importantly,
the dequantizing distribution is a conditional distribution
and we use it for sampling instead of calculating proba-
bilities. Therefore, we can utilize models that are more
powerful, but typically slow for evaluating probabilities,
e.g., autoregressive flows (Kingma et al., 2016).
Uniform Dequantization The special case in which
qφ(u|x) is a uniform distribution over B(x), is equivalent
to the setting introduced in (Theis et al., 2016; Uria et al.,
2013; van den Oord & Schrauwen, 2014), termed uniform
dequantization.
Gaussian Dequantization A more powerful dequantiza-
tion scheme than the uniform dequantization is a conditional
logit-normal distribution (Atchison & Shen, 1980), namely,
qφ(u|x) = sigm
(
N (µφ(x),Σφ(x))), where µφ(x) and
Σφ(x) denote the mean and the covariance matrix for given
x, respectively, and sigm(·) is the sigmoid function.
Flow-based Dequantization Instead of using a certain
family of distribution, we can define the quantizer by apply-
ing the change of variables formula, that is:
qφ(u|x) = qφ
(
ε = fφ(sigm
−1(u);x)|x)|J |, (12)
where f : RD → RD is a bijective map to a simple base
distribution qφ(ε|x), and J = ∂ε∂u denotes a Jacobian matrix.
Notice we highlight the need of using the (inverse) sigmoid
function on top of the bijective map in order to ensure that
u ∈ [0, 1)D.
There are two important parts of a flow-based model,
namely, a choice of a base distribution qφ(ε|x) and a form
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of the bijective map fφ. Here we decide to use a diago-
nal Gaussian base distribution (Dinh et al., 2017) and we
present two common choices of constructing fφ: i) bipartite
bijective maps, and ii) autoregressive bijective maps.
Bipartite Dequantization The idea behind the bipartite bi-
jective maps is to ensure invertibility by splitting an input
into two parts (e.g., along channels), ε = [ε1, ε2], and pro-
cessing only the second part (Dinh et al., 2017), namely:
u1 = ε1
u2 = sφ(ε1;x) ε2 + tφ(ε1;x)
(13)
where sφ(ε1;x) is a scaling transformation, tφ(ε1;x) is a
translation, and  denotes an element-wise multiplication.
We explicitly write the dependency on x to indicate how we
use the conditioning in the dequantizer. The transformation
in (13) is called a coupling layer.
Further, in order to ensure that all random variables are
processed, the outputs of a coupling layer are permuted and
another coupling layer is applied.
Autoregressive Dequantization We can model qφ(u|x) with
an ‘expensive to invert’ bijective map. In this paper, we find
that an autoregressive model as proposed for variational au-
toencoders (Kingma et al., 2016) is an appealing choice for
dequantization. The model could be formulated as follows:
[m, s] = ARMφ(ε,h)
u = s ε+ m (14)
where ARMφ is an autoregressive model (an autoregressive
neural network), h is a context variable that is calculated
based on the conditioning x using a neural network, s. We
refer to this dequantization scheme as Autoregressive De-
quantization (ARD).
3.6. Continuous distributions
The continuous model pθ(v) is the crucial component in
the presented framework since the better performance de-
pends on the flexibility of this model. In principle, any
continuous density model could be used as pθ(v), e.g., any
model mentioned in subsection 3.5. In practice, however,
pθ(v) has to be evaluated during training and we are in-
terested in sampling v ∼ pθ(v). Hence, utilizing models
with autoregressive components would be prohibitively slow.
Therefore, in our experiments, we consider a Gaussian dis-
tribution with diagonal covariance, full covariance, and a
bipartite flow-based model (a series of coupling layers and a
factored-out base distribution) as a continuous distribution.
4. Experiments
Data To understand and evaluate different dequantization
schemes, they are tested on three different data problems:
i) a 2-dimensional binary problem, ii) (statically) binarized
MNIST (Larochelle & Murray, 2011) which is derived di-
rectly from MNIST and iii) CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky et al.,
2009) (8 bit and 5 bit). Generally we find that for prob-
lems with lower bit depths dequantization matters more for
performance, as the range of dequantization noise u is rel-
atively large with respect to the range of the data x. For
MNIST data we use the given split of 40000 train, 10000
validation and 10000 test images. For CIFAR10 we split the
50000 training images into the first 40000 for train and the
last 10000 for validation, we use the 10000 test images as
provided.
Evaluation Performance is evaluated on a held-out test-
set using negative log-likelihood. This method of evaluation
is common in deep distribution learning literature because it
allows for an information theoretic interpretation: the nega-
tive log2-likelihood is expressed in bits or bits per dimension
(bpd), where the latter is an average over dimensions. In-
terestingly, this number represents the theoretical lossless
compression limit when this model is used to compress the
data.
Details In the experiments we consider diagonal Gaus-
sian, covariance Gaussian and flows as distribution models,
since these models admit exact likelihood evaluation. The
diagonal Gaussian is parametrized striaghtforwardly using
parameters for mean and log scale. The covariance Gaussian
is parametrized using a Cholesky decomposition, i.e., the
precision Λ = LLT where L is the learnable parameter. The
diagonal of L is modelled separately using a log diagonal
parameter, which ensures positive-definiteness of Λ. The co-
variance matrix is defined then as Σ = Λ−1. Further, flows
have an architecture as described in (Kingma & Dhariwal,
2018) using the coupling networks from (Hoogeboom et al.,
2019a). For more details regarding architecture and training
details, see Appendix A.
4.1. Analysis in 2d
First, we analyze different dequantization methods and ob-
jectives in two dimensions. In two dimensions the learned
dequantization and model distribution can be visualized. We
construct a binary problem named the binary checkerboard,
which places uniform probability over two of the four states
in the binary space {0, 1}2:
Pdata(x1, x2) =

0 if x1 = 0, x2 = 0,
1
2 if x1 = 1, x2 = 0,
1
2 if x1 = 0, x2 = 1,
0 if x1 = 1, x2 = 1.
(15)
The theoretical likelihood limit of a dataset is typically un-
known, however, the binary checkerboard is artificially con-
structed. Hence, the theoretical limit of the average negative
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(a) q(v|x) is uniform, p(v) is a flow, 1.11 bits.
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(b) q(v|x) is a flow, p(v) is a diag. normal, 2.08 bits.
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(c) q(v|x) is a flow, p(v) is a cov. normal, 1.08 bits.
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(d) q(v|x) is a flow, p(v) is a flow, 1.02 bits.
Figure 3. Density visualization of different density models p(v) and dequantizer q(v|x) pairs. This figure considers a selection,
for all different pairs we tested please see Appendix C. The dequantizing distributions is visualized in the marginal distribution
q(v) = Ex∼Pdata(x)[q(v|x)]. Models are trained using vi-dequantization and the values reported are vi evaluation.
log2-likelihood is known and it is exactly 1 bit for this prob-
lem, because there is an equal probability over two events.
In particular:
Ex∼Pdata
[
− logEu∼qφ(u|x)
[ pθ(v)
qφ(u|x)
]]
= Ex∼Pdata
[
− logPmodel(x)
]
≥ H[Pdata],
(16)
where the first equality becomes an inequality when approx-
imated with variational inference (vi) or a finite sample
importance-weighting (iw). The optimum of the objective
is reached when Pmodel = Pdata, in that case the cross-
entropy equals the entropy H[Pdata]. For the binary checker-
board specifically, H[Pdata] = 1 bit.
Visual analysis Since the problem is two dimensional,
the learned distributions can be visualized. Figure 3 de-
picts the probability density of the dequantizer q(v|x)
and the density model p(v), for models trained using vi-
dequantization. Since by construction q(v|x) only places
density on a bin corresponding to x, the distribution q(v|x)
can be visualized without overlap in the marginal distribu-
tion q(v) = Ex∼Pdata(x)[q(v|x)].
When the model p(v) is a flow and the dequantizer q(v|x)
is uniform (Figure 3a), the model p(v) is struggling to ad-
equately model the boundaries of the dequantized density
regions. When the model p(v) is a simple diagonal Gaus-
sian and the dequantizer q(v|x) is a flow (Figure 3b), the
flexible dequantizer compensates the limitations of the den-
Table 1. Binary checkerboard vi-dequantization performance for
different dequantizer q(v|x) and density model p(v) pairs in bits.
Lower is better.
q(v|x)
Uniform Diag. Flow
p
(v
) Diag. 2.51 2.08 2.01
Cov. 1.91 1.66 1.08
Flow 1.11 1.02 1.02
sity model by shaping itself to the limitations of the simple
distribution. A variant where the density model p(v) is
slightly more flexible can be seen when the dequantizer
p(v) is a Gaussian with covariance, and q(v|x) is still a
flow (Figure 3c). Aided by the dequantizer, the model p(v)
aims to place density on the diagonal line which improves
the performance to 1.08 bits, which is already close to the
theoretical limit. The best performance is achieved when
both q(v|x) and p(v) are flexible (Figure 3d). For this prob-
lem we observe the density contracts somewhat away from
boundaries, and the center has relatively high density.
Performance The effects seen in Figure 3 also translate
quantitatively with the likelihood performance of these mod-
els (Table 1). Note that the more flexible the distributions,
the better the performance. Another interesting observation
is that when p(v) is a flow distribution, a Gaussian q(v|x)
and a flow q(v|x) have equal performance. Presumably,
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Table 2. Likelihood performance on binary checkerboard when
trained with iw or Re´nyi dequantization objectives in bits per di-
mension (bpd). The reported values are a (bounded) approximation
of - logP (x) using iw-dequantization with 256 samples. Lower is
better.
q(v|x)
Uniform Normal Flow
vi? 1.05 1.00 1.00
iw (M = 16) 1.00 1.00 1.00
Re´nyi (M = 2) 1.02 1.00 1.01
? vi is equivalent to iw or Re´nyi withM = 1.
the flexibility of p(v) does not require a more complicated
dequantizer for this relatively simple problem, where per-
formance is already close to the theoretical limit of 1 bit.
Next to vi dequantization, we study the effects when models
are optimized using iw and Re´nyi dequantization (Table 2).
We find that uniformly dequantized models that are trained
using Re´nyi dequantization are considerably better than vi
in terms of likelihood. Furthermore, when trained using
iw dequantization the model achieves performance close to
the theoretical limit. For more complicated dequantizers
though, we find that improvements are negligible. There-
fore, these sophisticated objectives appear to be particularly
useful when the dequantization distribution is simple. An
interesting remark specific to the binary checkerboard, is
that we found that Re´nyi dequantization for larger values
than M = 2 tends to diverge from the iw dequantization.
The model fits to this divergence which results in a worse
likelihood score. Presumably, this occurs because the bi-
nary checkerboard is low-dimensional, as this effect is not
seen on binary MNIST and CIFAR10 (see the following
subsections). Additionally, we note that ARD and bipar-
tite dequantization are equivalent in two dimensions, and
hence comparison is only meaningful on higher dimensional
problems.
4.2. Image distribution modelling
In this section different dequantizer distributions and objec-
tives are tested on binary MNIST and CIFAR10 (8 bit and 5
bit). Problems with lower bit depths are interesting, because
dequantization noise is relatively large with respect to the
range of values that the data takes.
Importance weighted and Renyi dequantization Simi-
lar to the 2d example, more sophisticated training objectives
are most advantageous when dequantization distributions
are simple, which can be seen in Table 3. On binary MNIST,
training using iw dequantization improves negative likeli-
hood performance from 0.162 bpd to 0.159 bpd. Again,
for more expressive learnable dequantizers, we find that the
Table 3. Likelihood performance for models trained with iw or
Re´nyi objectives and uniform dequantization on binary MNIST
and CIFAR10 in bits per dimension (bpd). The reported values are
a (bounded) approximations of - logP (x) using iw-dequantization
with 256 samples. Lower is better.
Dataset bMNIST CIFAR10
bit depth 1 bit 5 bit 8 bit
vi? 0.162 1.61 3.26
iw (M = 4) 0.159 1.61 3.25
Re´nyi (M = 4) 0.160 1.61 3.25
? vi is equivalent to iw or Re´nyi withM = 1.
Table 4. Performance of vi dequantization on binary MNIST for
different density model p(v) and dequantizer distributions q(v|x)
pairs. - logP (x) is approximated using 256 importance weighted
samples. KL(qφ|pθ) is the difference between - logP (x) and vi.
In bits per dimension, lower is better.
q(v|x)
Uniform Normal Bipartite ARD
p
(v
) C
ov
. KL(qφ|pθ) 0.061 0.046 0.010 0.007
vi 0.533 0.268 0.196 0.190
− logP (x) 0.472 0.242 0.186 0.183
Fl
ow
KL(qφ|pθ) 0.014 0.007 0.005 0.005
vi 0.176 0.156 0.153 0.152
− logP (x) 0.162 0.149 0.148 0.147
added benefit of these objectives is negligible. For 5 and 8
bit CIFAR10 we train only last 100 epochs with the sophisti-
cated objectives and the first with vi to reduce the computa-
tional cost. We find that for CIFAR10 the performance gains
are minimal, possibly due to the higher bit depth. For simple
dequantizers on data with low bit depth, iw-dequantization
considerably improves performance. Re´nyi dequantization
achieves similar but slightly worse performance, which is
acceptable since it is a faster approximation.
Autoregressive Dequantization Experiments show that
ARD outperforms all other dequantization distributions,
when trained using comparable architectures. On binary
MNIST we consider two density models, a Gaussian with
covariance and a flow based model. Both these models ben-
efit from ARD as presented in Table 4. Similar to findings
on the 2D binary checkerboard, when p(v) is a Gaussian
and therefore less flexible, more flexible dequantizers can
compensate. Consider for instance the performance im-
provement in log-likelihood from uniform dequantization to
ARD: the improvement for a flow is 0.015 bpd, whereas the
improvement for the Gaussian is approximately 0.3 bpd.
On CIFAR10, again our proposed ARD outperforms other
dequantization methods in likelihood modelling (Table 5).
Notice that dequantization distribution seems to matter more
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Table 5. Performance of vi dequantization on CIFAR10, in 8 and 5
bit for a flow-based density model p(v) is and different dequantizer
distributions q(v|x). - logP (x) is approximated using 256 im-
portance weighted samples. KL(qφ|pθ) is the difference between
- logP (x) and vi. In bits per dimension, lower is better.
q(v|x)
Uniform Normal Bipartite ARD
8
bi
t KL(qφ|pθ) 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02
vi 3.29 3.21 3.18 3.16
− logP (x) 3.26 3.19 3.16 3.14
5
bi
t KL(qφ|pθ) 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.02
vi 1.65 1.50 1.43 1.41
− logP (x) 1.61 1.48 1.42 1.39
when bit-depths are smaller. To see this, consider the log-
likelihood improvement when comparing uniform dequanti-
zation and ARD: For the 8 bit data the improvement is 0.12
bpd, which is about 3.7% relative to the total bpd. However,
for 5 bit data the improvement is already 0.20 bpd which is
about 12% relatively. We observe that log-likelihood mod-
elling of lower bit depth data may especially benefit from
more expressive dequantizers.
Literature In this experiment the model using ARD is
compared with other methods in the literature. Experiments
show that our model outperforms other methods in the liter-
ature on both variational inference objective and negative
likelihood (Table 6). In general we compare to models that
do not require an autoregressive inverse to sample from,
where the exception is marked ?. In particular, we report
vi evaluation, also referred to as Expected Lower Bound
(ELBO), and we report the approximate negative likelihood
- logP (x) using 1000 importance weighted samples follow-
ing Maaløe et al. (2019). Note that Ho et al. (2019) use
16384 samples, which skews the experiment in their favour
for vi and - logP (x), but against them for KL(qφ|pθ). Ar-
chitecturally, the density model in ARD is most similar to
IDF (Hoogeboom et al., 2019a), where 1 × 1 convolutions
from Glow (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018) and scale trans-
formations from RealNVP (Dinh et al., 2017) are added.
Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019) has additional attention layers and
MintNet (Song et al., 2019) has autoregressive transforma-
tions instead of coupling layers in the density model. Note
that even though our model utilizes autoregressive compo-
nents similar to MintNet (Song et al., 2019), our model is
computationally cheap to invert since it does not require the
solution to autoregressive inverses. Residual Flow (Chen
et al., 2019) utilizes invertible ResNets instead of coupling
layers.
Recommendations This section aims to give the reader
recommendations on what dequantization methods to use
and what gains are to be expected. When dequantization
Table 6. Comparison of negative log-likelihood, vi dequantization
(ELBO) evaluation of our model versus literature. - logP (x) is ap-
proximated using 1000 importance weighted samples. KL(qφ|pθ)
is the difference between - logP (x) and vi. In bits per dimension,
lower is better.
Method KL(qφ|pθ) vi − logP (x)
IAF-VAE (Kingma et al., 2016) 0.04 3.15 3.11
BIVA (Maaløe et al., 2019) 0.04 3.12 3.08
Glow (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018) n/a 3.35 n/a
FFJORD (Grathwohl et al., 2019) n/a 3.40 n/a
IDF (Hoogeboom et al., 2019a) - - 3.32
MintNet (Song et al., 2019)? n/a 3.32 n/a
Residual Flow (Chen et al., 2019)† n/a 3.28 n/a
Flow++ (Ho et al., 2019)† 0.04 3.12 3.08
ARD 0.03 3.09 3.06
? Sampling from model requires autoregressive inverse.
† Sampling from model requires other iterative procedures.
n/a not available, this value exists but was not reported in the literature.
noise is fixed, iw or Re´nyi dequantization objectives gener-
ally improve log-likelihood performance. When these objec-
tives are too expensive to utilize for the complete procedure,
it is generally enough to train the first epochs/iterations
with vi dequantization, and then finetune the last epochs
using iw or Re´nyi. Note that by design of the objectives,
the approximate posterior q(v|x) will diverge more from
the (unknown) true posterior p(v|x). Therefore, a downside
of these objectives is that a single sample iw dequantiza-
tion (equivalent to vi) will be a poor approximation to the
log-likelihood, and instead multiple samples are required.
When dequantization noise can be learned, the vi dequanti-
zation objective is generally sufficient. If the reader either
has a simple density model or is interested in obtaining
the highest log-likelihood performance possible, we recom-
mend using ARD, as its flexibility improves the modelling
performance. However when computational resources are
scarce and some performance decrease is acceptable, Gaus-
sian dequantization might be a good simple alternative.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we propose two dequantization objectives:
importance-weighted (iw) dequantization and Re´nyi de-
quantization. In addition, we improve the flexibility of
dequantization distributions with autoregressive dequanti-
zation (ARD). Empirically we demonstrate improved like-
lihood modelling for models trained with iw and Re´nyi de-
quantization when dequantization distributions are simple.
Furthermore we demonstrate that ARD achieves a nega-
tive log-likelihood of 3.06 bits per dimension on CIFAR10,
which to the best of our knowledge is state-of-the-art among
distribution models that do not require autoregressive in-
verses for sampling.
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A. Architecture and Optimization details
Models were all optimized using (Kingma & Ba, 2015)
with a learning rate of 0.0005 and standard β parameters.
Furthermore, during initial 10 epochs the learning rate is
multiplied by epoch divided by 10, referred to as warmup
(Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018). All our code was implemented
in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017). The basic architecture
was built following (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018): The flow
is divided in multiple levels with a decreasing number of
dimensions. At the end of every level, half of the repre-
sentation is modelled using a factor out layer (splitprior)
(Dinh et al., 2017; Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018). Every level
consists of subflows, i.e. a coupling layer followed by a 1 ×
1 convolution (Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018). The coupling
layers utilize neural networks as described in (Hoogeboom
et al., 2019a). For the autoregressive transformation, we
utilize the masking as described in (Song et al., 2019). In
terms of autoregressive order, this is equivalent to reshaping
a C× H×W image to a vector and applying the autoregres-
sive mask. This is opposed to masking in (Kingma et al.,
2016), which is equivalent to a mask on a reshaped H ×W
× C image. In practice, the autoregressive transformation is
obtained by masking convolutions.
B. Samples from trained model
Visualization of samples v ∼ p(v) from a density model,
and the quantizer x ∼ P (x|v) are depicted in Figure 4. The
quantizer is simply a Kronecker delta peak and amounts
to applying a floor function. The density model is a flow
trained with autoregressive dequantization on standard 8 bit
CIFAR10. Notice that although the method is trained using
autoregressive dequantization, the density model p(v) uses
bipartite transformations and does not require the solution
to autoregressive inverses.
C. Visualizations on Binary Checkerboard
In this section a comprehensive overview of the distribu-
tions dequantizer and density model pairs is visualized. The
models trained using variational inference are displayed in
Table 8. In general, the dequantizer q(v|x) and density
model p(v) try to compensate for each other where they are
lacking flexibility. This effect can be seen when q(v|x) is
a flow and p(v) is a diagonal Gaussian, a covariance Gaus-
sian and lastly a flow. When p(v) is a flow, it is generally
difficult to capture the edges of the squares when dequanti-
zation noise is uniform. However, both Gaussian and flow
dequantization perform equally when the model p(v) is a
flow. In this simple problem, Gaussian dequantization is
sufficiently flexible when combined with a flow.
The models trained using iw and Re´nyi dequantization ob-
jectives are depicted in Table 9. An important difference
Figure 4. Samples from the flow model in the literature compari-
son, trained using ARD.
with vi-dequantization is that it is much less important for
q(v|x) and p(v) to match completely. Rather, more em-
phasis is placed so that p(v) places distribution somewhere
in the appropriate bin, where the exact location in the bin
matters less. As a result, when q(v|x) is uniform the model
p(v) is not forced to learn the uniform square and retracts
somewhat away from the edges.
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Table 7. Optimization details.
Experiment levels subflows net. depth net. channels context channels q levels q subflows batch size
Binary checkerboard 1 8 12 192 16 1 4 128
Binary MNIST 2 8 12 192 16 1 4 128
CIFAR10 5bit 2 10 12 768 16 1 2 256
CIFAR10 2 10 12 768 16 1 2 256
CIFAR10 (Literature comparison) 2 18 12 768 16 1 2 128
Table 8. Different dequantizer q(v|x) and density model p(v) pairs trained using vi-dequantization. The depicted values are computed
using vi-dequantization (ELBO).
q(v|x)
Uniform Normal Flow
Normal diag.
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
2.51
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
2.08
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
2.01
p
(v
) Normal cov.
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.91
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.66
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.08
Flow
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.11
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.02
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.02
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Table 9. Models trained using iw and Re´nyi dequantization with different dequantizing distributions q(v|x), and a flow p(v). The values
are an approximation of - logP (x) using importance-weighted dequantization with Mtest = 256 samples.
q(v|x)
Uniform Normal Flow
vi
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.05
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
iw (M = 16)
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
Re´nyi (M = 2)
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.02
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.00
0 1 2
0
1
2
q(v)
0 1 2
p(v)
  0.0
  2.5
>5.0
1.01
